ABSTRACT. In this note we study conditions for absolute continuity and singularity of two measures induced by finite Markov chains. These conditions are derived from a general result on singularity-continuity dichotomy.
Now, in view of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to obtain conditions for £pp -/* 0 once we assume that our zero-one law applies with respect to Q.
Throughout the remainder we shall assume {j is g-trivial.
2. Let ft, = jl, 2, .. . , N\, Q, -II, Q, and P, Q be two Markov measures Hence Condition A is satisfied for measures in this class, and Theorem 2.5 therefore furnishes necessary and sufficient conditions for Q « P on ?.
We now derive the results of Kakutani where the measures P and Q on 11 are product measures. We note that in this case p (z, ;') -p (/') independent of i. Also /" + ,//" = ^=l\/pnU)yJqn(i) and
We note that g (x ) = £ ._ j (Vp (/) -\lqn(i))2 is independent of x , and (2.8)
is therefore equal to 2^=ly/^~p)y/pn_ /«) £;N=1 (Vp^/) -V^ (7) 
